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SHAPE PROPERTIES OF WHITNEY MAPS

FOR HYPERSPACES

HISAO KATO

Abstract. In this paper, some shape properties of Whitney maps for hyperspaces

are investigated. In particular, the following are proved:

(1) Let X be a continuum and let § be the hyperspace 2* or C( X) of X with the

Hausdorff metric. Then if u is any Whitney map for ip, for any 0 < s < / < w ( X)

w"'(f) is an approximate strong deformation retract of w"'([s,r]). In particular,

Sh(w-1(/)) = Sh(o)-'([i,/])).

(2) Pointed 1-movability is a Whitney property.

(3) For any given n < oo, the property of (cohomological) dimension ^ n is a

sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.

(4) The property of being chainable or circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-

reversible property.

(5) The property of being an FAR is a Whitney property for 1-dimensional
continua.

Property (2) is an affirmative answer to a problem of J. T. Rogers [16, 112].

Properties (3) and (4) are affirmative answers to problems of S. B. Nadler [20,

(14.57) and 21].

0. Introduction. By a continuum we mean a compact connected metric space. For a

given continuum A, by the hyperspaces of X we mean

2X= [A cA|y4isa nonempty closed subset of X},

C(A") = [A e 2X\A is connected},

which have the Hausdorff metric p^ (see [20]). The term mapping is a continuous

function. Let £ = 2* or C(A). A mapping u: $ -* [0, w(A")] is called a Whitney

map for $ [20 or 31] provided that the following conditions are satisfied;

(a) if A c B and A * B, then u(A) < u(B),

(b) u({x)) = 0 for each x e X.

In 1932, H. Whitney [31] showed that Whitney maps always exist. The notion of

Whitney map is a convenient and important tool for hyperspace theory. A topologi-

cal property P is said to be a Whitney property [20 or 21] provided that whenever a

continuum A has property P, so does u'x(t) for each Whitney map u for C(X) and

0 < t < u(X). It is well known that connectibility is a Whitney property. If to is a
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Whitney map for $ = 2xor C(X), then Whitney levels u~x(t) are coverings of X

which, as t gets close to zero, converge to ío-1(0) = X. Hence, it is of interest to

obtain information about the structure of Whitney levels and determine those

properties which are preserved by the convergence of positive Whitney levels to the

zero level. A topological property P is said to be a strong Whitney-reversible property

[20 or 21] provided that whenever X is a continuum such that u~x(t) has property P

for some Whitney map u for C(X) and for 0 < t < u(X), then X has property P.

The notions of Whitney property and strong Whitney-reversible property are "con-

verses" to each other. A topological property P is said to be a sequential strong

Whitney-reversible property [20 or 21] provided that if A is a continuum such that

there is a Whitney map u for C(A) and a decreasing sequence {tn}n=l2 -> 0 as

n -» oo such that u~x(tn) has property P for each n, then X has property P. Clearly,

sequential strong Whitney-reversible property implies strong Whitney-reversible

property.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate Whitney properties, strong Whitney-

reversible properties and sequential strong Whitney-reversible properties.

In [20], S. B. Nadler proved that the property of being arcwise connected is a

Whitney property. In relation to this result, J. T. Rogers had the following problem

[16, 112]: Is the property of being pointed 1-movable a Whitney property? In the

first section, we show that for any continuum A and any Whitney map u for 2* or

C( A), u~x(t) is an approximate strong deformation retract of <d-1([s, t]) for 0 < s <

t < u(X). As a corollary, it is shown that Rogers' problem has an affirmative

answer. Also, it is shown that some shape properties are sequential strong Whitney-

reversible properties, e.g., the property of being approximately «-connected ( = AC")

or fundamental dimension < n, etc. In [21], S. B. Nadler proved that for any given

n < oo, the property of dimension «s n is a strong Whitney-reversible property. He

had the following question [21, (2.10)]: Is the property of dimension ^ n a sequen-

tial strong Whitney-reversible property? In the second section, we show that for a

given ANR M, the property of being extendable with respect to M is a sequential

strong Whitney-reversible property. As a corollary, we obtain that the property of

(cohomological) dimension < n is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.

In [10], J. Krasinkiewicz showed that the property of being chainable or proper

circle-like is a Whitney property. In [20, (14.57)], S. B. Nadler asked if the converses

to Krasinkiewicz' results are true, i.e., is the property of being chainable or circle-like

a (sequential) strong Whitney-reversible property? In [21, (5.5), (5.7) and 33], it was

shown that the answer to this question is "yes" in the hereditarily indecomposable

case and in the hereditarily decomposable case. In §3, we show that the property of

being chainable or circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property. In

[22], A. Petrus showed that the property of being an FAR is not a Whitney property.

More precisely, she showed that there exist a 2-dimensional FAR X (in fact, A" = a

disk) and a Whitney map u for C(X) such that u~x(t) is not an FAR for some

t e (0, u( A")). Also, she proved that if A is a dendrite (= 1-dimensional AR), then

for any Whitney map u for C(X), u~x(t) is contractible for each t e [0, u(X)]. She

had the following question: Is the property of being contractible a Whitney property

for  1-dimensional continua?  In §4,  we prove an  "approximation theorem  for
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Whitney maps." By using this theorem, we show that the property of being an FAR

is a Whitney property for 1-dimensional continua. In the last section, we give some

problems that are related to this paper.

Almost all of the results in this paper are proved by the ideas and techniques of

ANR and shape theories. The author believes that those theories are also very useful

when studying the structures of Whitney maps.

We refer readers to [1, 4, 8 and 18] for shape theory and strong shape theory, and

to [20] for hyperspaces theory.

1. Shapes of u~x(t) and «_1([s, /]). In this section, we show that for any Whitney

map u: .£> -* [0,u(X)] for £> = 2X or C(A), u'x(t) is an approximate strong

deformation retract of u'x([s, t]) for 0 < s < t < u( X). In particular, Sh(w_1(0) =

Sh(«_1([J> t]). As a corollary, it is shown that pointed 1-movability is a Whitney

property. Also, it is shown that some shape properties are sequential strong Whit-

ney-reversible properties.

A subcompactum A of a compactum Y is said to be an approximate strong

deformation retract of Y provided that for any ANR M containing Y, there exist

mappings r: Y X [0, oo) -> M and D: Y X [0, oo) X / -» M satisfying the conditions

(*) r(x, t) = x for x e X and t g [0, oo), and for any neighborhood U of X in M

there is a real t0> 0 such that r(Y X [tQ, oo)) c U,

(**) D(x, t, s ) = x for x g A", t g [0, oo), and se/, D(y, t, 0) = y, D(y,t,l) =

r(y, t) for y g Y and t G [0, oo), and for any neighborhood Vof Y in M there is a

real /, > 0 such that D(Y X [tx, oo) X /) c V.

Clearly, the inclusion i: X <-> Y is a (strong) shape equivalence (e.g., see [1, 4, 8 or

18]). Hence Sh( X) = Sh(F). A continuum X is said to be pointed 1-movable [13 or

18] provided that for any ANR M containing X and each neighborhood U of X in

M, there is a neighborhood V c U of X in M such that each loop in (V, x0) can be

deformed within ([/, x0) into any neighborhood of X in M. It is well known that

planar continua are pointed 1-movable but nonplanar circle-like continua are not

pointed 1-movable. Let A be a continuum and x, y g X. Then we say that x and y

are joinable in A [13 or 18] provided that for any ANR M containing X, there is a

mapping cp: I X [0, oo) -» M satisfying the condition

<p(0, i) = x, <p(l, t) = y for each t g [0, oo), and for each neighborhood U of X in

M there is a real t0> 0 such that <p(I x [r0co)) c U.

Such a map <p is called an approximate path from x to y in X. If each pair of

points of X is joinable in X, then X is said to be joinable.

Note that the properties of being "approximate strong deformation retract" and

being "joinable" are not dependent on the choice of ANR M and embeddings of X

and Y into M (cf. [1 and 13]).
In relation to pointed 1-movability and joinability, J. Krasinkiewicz and P. Mine

proved

(1.1) (J. Krasinkiewicz and P. Mine [13]). A continuum X is pointed 1-movable if

and only if X is joinable. In particular, arcwise connected continua (more generally,

X-connected continua) are pointed 1-movable.
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The following result will be used many times in this paper.

(1.2) (L. E. Ward, Jr. [30]). // Y is a continuum and X is a subcontinuum of Y, then

any Whitney map for C(X) (resp. 2X) can be extended to a Whitney map for C(Y)

(resp. 2Y).

The main result in this section is the following

(1.3) Theorem. Let X be a continuum and let u: § -> [0,u(X)] be any Whitney

map for !g = 2X or C(X). Then u~x(t) is an approximate strong deformation retract

of u~x([s, t]) for 0 < s < t < u(X). In particular, Sh(u-\ty) = Shi«"1^, *D)-

(1.4) Theorem. Let X be a continuum and let u: C(A*)-> [0,u(X)] be any

Whitney map for C(X). Suppose that Av A2 G w_1([0, /0]) for some t0 g [0,u(X)]

and Af and A2 are joinable in co_1([0, i0]). // Bx, B2 g u~x(tf) for tx > t0 and

Ai n B¡ * 0 (i = 1,2), then Bx and B2 are joinable in u~x(tx).

As a corollary of (1.1) and (1.4), we have

(1.5) Corollary. For any Whitney map u for C(X), if u~x(t) is pointed

1-movable for some t G [0, u(X)], then u~x(t') is also pointed 1-movable for t' > t. In

particular, the property of being pointed 1-movable is a Whitney property.

Proof of (1.3). For simplicity, we assume that s = 0. The case s > 0 will be

proved by the same method. Suppose that X is lying in the Hubert cube Q =

n°t0[-l, 1]. Choose a decreasing sequence Xx z> X2 d X3 d ■ • • of Peano continua

such that for each n, Xn is a closed neighborhood of X in Q and X = D"=1 A„. By

(1.2), there is a Whitney map p: £>' -* [0, p(Q)] which is an extension of u, where

$>' = 2Q if § = 2X, and $' = C(Q) if § = C(A). By [32], $' is an ANR. Set

V>x„ - Ml«„. where $„ = 2*» if íq = 2X, and $„ = C(Xn) if § = C(X). Clearly,

px is a Whitney map for $„. Note that p'l(t) D p'Xl(t) D p'Xl(t) => ••• and

w_1(i) = C\™-Xp~xx(t). Now, for each « = 1,2,..., we shall construct mappings ry.

w"'([0, t]) -> p-jft) and homotopies F„: w-1([0, t]) x I - ^-¿(z) such that r„ | w_1(i)

= the identity mapping on w_1(0 and Fy rn = rn+1 rel. w_1(0 in P'xfO- Since A"„

is a Peano continuum, AT„ has a convex metric dn. As in [5, (1.2) Theorem], define a

homotopy Kd: $„ X [0, oo) -* §„ by letting

^ (i4, j) = {jel,|íl„(j:,íi)<s for some aei).

For each n = 1,2,..., define a function /•„: w-1[0, t]) -> p'x(t) by

r„(^) = K/[\A,6"(A)),   where pXn(Kdn(A,6"(A))) = i.

Then we can easily see that rn is continuous (cf. [5, (3.1) Proposition]).

Next, we shall construct homotopies Fn (n = 1,2,... ). For this purpose, we need

to define homotopies Ry. «-1([0, f ]) x / -» ir^([0, t]) (n = 1,2,... ) by

*„(/<.s) = ^„(/i.VU)),   where ,**„(*,,„(>, Ö/U))) = s ■ t +(1 - sWp).

By a way similar to [5, (3.1) Proposition], Rn is continuous. Note that Rn(A,l) =

/•„(/4) for each /4 e w_1([0, /]). Also, define homotopies Sy u'x([0, t]) x /-» p'JßO, r])
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(n = 1,2,...) by

S„(A,S) =
Rn(A,l-2s)       if0<i<l/2,

R„+f(A,2s-l)    ifl/2<i<l.

Set F„ = r„ ° Sy u~x([0, t]) X I -» p-¿(t). Then we have

F„(A,0) = rnRn(A,l) = rnr„(A) = rn(A),

F„(A,l) = rnRn+1(A,l) = r„r„+l(A) = rn + l(A)    for A G u~x([0,t]),

and

F„(A,s) = A    for A g u~x(t) and 0 < s < 1.

Hence F„ (w = 1,2,... ) are desired homotopies. By using Fn, we can easily define a

mapping r: w_1([0, i]) X [0, oo) -» $' satisfying condition (*) (see Figure 1).

w-'QO.r])

$'

Figure 1

Next, we shall construct a mapping D: ío_1([0, t\) X [0, oo) X / -» §' satisfying

condition (**). For w = 1,2,..., define mappings T„: w_1([0, i] X / x / -» ¡u^?([0, t])

by

r„(^,5,i') = ütJ5„(^i,5),o;;(s„(^,í))),

where

pxl[Kdn(Stt(A,s),es",(Sn(A,s)))) = S' • t +(1 - ,')/»*.(S„(^,j)).

By using the homotopies 7„, we can easily obtain homotopies Z>„: w_1([0, t])x I x I

-» ^([0,/]) such that

D„(>1,Í,0) = >1,       Z)n(J4,S,l) = F„(^,5),

0.(^,0,*') = R„(A,s'),       D„(A,l,s') = Rn + x(A,s')
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for A g ul([0,t]),and

Dn(A,s,s') = A    for A g u~x(t) and 0 < s, s' < 1.

By using Dn, we can define a mapping D: w_1([0, t]) X [0, oo) X / -» ,£)' satisfying

condition (**) (see Figure 2).

To prove (1.4), we need the following lemma.

(1.6) Lemma. Let X be a subcontinuum of a continuum Y and let x, y g X. If X is

an approximate strong deformation retract of Y, and x and y are joinable in Y, then x

and y are also joinable in X.

Proof. Assume that M is an ANR which contains Y. Let y: Y X [0, oo) -> M be

a mapping satisfying condition (*). Since x and y are joinable in Y, there is an

approximate path tp: I x [0, oo) -» M from x to y in Y. Since M is an ANR, there

is a neighborhood W of Y X [0, oo) in M X [0, oo) and an extension y: W -» M of

y. By changing the parameter t G [0, oo), we may assume that (<p(I X (t}),t) c W

for each t g [0, oo). Define a mapping <p': / X [0, oo) -> M by <p'(s, t) = y(cp(s, t), t)

for (s, t) G / X [0, oo). Clearly, <¡p' is an approximate path from x to y in A.

Proof of (1.4). By [7], there are segments a¡: / -» w_1([0, tx]) such that a,(0) = Ai

and a,.(l) g w-1^)' for i = 1,2. Then a,(l) n £,. * 0 (z = 1,2), hence by [20,

(14.8.1)] there exist arcs /},■ in u~x(tf) from a,(l) to ß, (/' = 1,2). Since Ax and ^42 are

joinable in w_1([0, z0]), Bx and B2 are joinable in u'x([0, z,]). By (1.3) and (1.6), Bx

and B2 are joinable in u~x(tx). This completes the proof.

+ oo

9'

Figure 2
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(1.7) Remark. In (1.4) and (1.5), we cannot replace "Whitney map for C(A")" by

"Whitney map for 2X." In fact, it is well known that there is a Whitney map u:

2' -» [0,u(I)] such that for some t g (0,«(/)), u~x(t) is not connected (see [20,

(14.61)]).
(1.8) Example. It is easily seen that if A" is a Peano continuum, then for any

Whitney map w for § = 2X or C(A), u~x(t) is a strong deformation retract of

w"'([i, z]) for 0 < s < / < u(X). For such a case, this is a stronger result than (1.3).

But, if A is not a Peano continuum, u'x(t) is not always a strong deformation

retract of w_1([s, z]). Moreover, u'x(t) is not always homotopy equivalent to

w"'([s, z]). Consider the following subsets X, Y in the plane E2 and Z in the

Euclidean 3-dimensional space E3 (see Figure 3).

X = Cl{0,sin[l/x])G E2\0 < x ^ 1}

uCl{(x,2 + sin[l/x]) g E2\ -1 < x < 0},

Y=C\{(X,sin[l/x]) G E2\0 < x < l} u{(0,>>) G £2|1 < v < 2}

uCl{(x,3 + sin[l/x]) g E2\ -1 < x < 0},

Z = the mapping cylinder of the mapping f: Y -* X defined by /1A

= {(0,.v)g£2|1 <y<2)

= the constant map to the point (0,1) G E2 and /1 Y - A is one-to-one.

Let w be any Whitney map for C(A). Then there is z0 g (0, w(A')) such that if

0 < t < z0, then u~x(t) is homeomorphic to Y (see [20, (14.43.2)]). Also, u'x([0, t]) is

homeomorphic to Z. Since «-1([0, z]) is homotopy equivalent to u x(0) = X and X

and Y are not homotopy equivalent, u'x(t) = Y is not homotopy equivalent to

w-1([0, z]). Note that for some e > 0 and any z g (0,u(X)) there is no mapping g:

u-l(0)^ u-\t) such that p$({x}, g({x})) < e for x g A" (cf. (3.1)).

In (1.3), if í = 0 and z = u( X), we have the following well-known result.

(1.9) (J. Krasinkiewicz [12]). If X is a continuum, then Sh(C( A")) = Sh(2*) = *.

(1.10) Corollary. Let X be a continuum and let u be a Whitney map for § = 2X

or C(X). Suppose that z, > t2> t3> ■ ■ • is a decreasing sequence of positive

numbers in [0, u( X)] and t = lim„ _ x z„. Then

(1) (S. B. Nadler [21] or A. Koyama [9]). // u~x(tn) is contractible with respect to

an ANR M, then u~x is contractible with respect to M. In particular, the property of

being an FAR is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.

(2) (S. B. Nadler [21]). If H'(u-X(tn)) = 0, then H((u-\t)) = 0.

(3) // u~x(t„) is approximately m-connected (= AC"1), then u~x(t) is ACm.

(4) // pro-H,(u-x(tn)) = 0, then pro-H,(u-x(t)) = 0. Also, if H,(u-X(tn)) = 0,

then ñ¡(u-\t)) = 0.

(5) // Fd(u'x(tn)) < m, then Fd(u~l(t)) < m.

(See [1 and 18] for the definitions in statements (3), (4), and (5).)
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Figure 3

Proof. Note that u'x(t) = r\?„fU~x([t, tn]). The proof follows from the following

commutative diagram in shape category (see [1, 18] for the definition of shape

category):

'"'([Mi])

rU       T

u-l(tf)

/•,l«"'('2)

«-'(['.'il)
n 4    T
u-x(t2)

al»"l(»3>

«■'(['.'si)

r,i      T

u-x(h)
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where ry u~x([t, z„]) -> u~x(tn) is a (strong) shape equivalence that is induced by the

maping ry u'x([t, z„]) X [0, oo) -> $' as in the proof of (1.3). By continuity of

shape, (l)-(5) are easily proved.

(1.11) Corollary. Let X be a continuum and let u be any Whitney map for $ — 2X

or C(X). If X is an FANR, there is t0 G (0, u(X)) such that Sh(A") < Shi«"1^))

for each t G [0, z0].

Proof. Since A" is an FANR, by [3], there is z0 g (0,u(X)) such that w(0) is an

approximate retract of co^^O, z0]), i.e., there is a mapping r: w_1([0, z0]) X [0, oo) -»

M satisfying condition (*), where M is an ANR that contains u~x(0). Hence w-1(0)

is (strong) shape dominated by «^([O, z0]). Since w_1([0, t]) is (strong) shape

equivalent to u'x(t), X is (strong) shape domainated by u~x(t) for 0 < z < z0.

(1.12) Example. In the statement of (1.11), we cannot conclude that Sl^A") =

Sh(w"'(z)) for 0 < t < z0. Consider the following sets (see [22, Example 5]. In the

Euclidean 3-dimensional space E3, let A0 = {(x, y, z) g F31 x2 + y2 = 1, z = 0}

and A„= {(x, y, z) G F3 \x2 + y2 = 1, z = 1/2"-1} (n = 1,2,...). Let X„ be the

annulus that is contained in the sphere with center (0,0,3/2"+1) and radius

/l +(l/2"+1) and is bounded by circles An and An+1. Let Y = \)™_fXn, Z =

\(x, j\ z) G F3 |x2 + j>2 < 1 and z = 1}, and T = Y U Z. Let Pn be paths in F3

and let Tn be a reduced copy of T in F3 such that lim diam T„ = 0, lim diam P„ = 0,

P, n Pj= 0, T¡r\Tj = 0 (i *j), and F, n T¡ = {*}, F, n Ti+1 = {*} as below

(see Figure 4). Set X = U"_, P„ U U~_, F„. Note that X is an AR, hence an FAR.

Let S„ = {(x, y, z) e F3 \(x - (3/2"+1))2 + ^2 = (l/2"+1)2} (zz = l,2,...) and

let S = U"_15n (see Figure 4). Let u: C(X) -> [0,w(A')] be the Whitney map for

C( A") as defined by [31] and the usual Euclidean metric. Then, by similar argument

as in [22, Example 5], there is a decreasing sequence tx > t2 > ■ ■ • of positive

numbers in [0,««¡(A")] such that limtn = 0 and for each n there exist mappings /„:

u'l(t„) -* S and g„: S -* u-x(t„) such that fngn = ls. Since S is not an FANR,

u~x(t„) is not an FANR, i.e., the property of being FANR is not a Whitney

property. Also, Sh^"1^,,)) * Sh(X) = *.

In [29], J. T. Rogers showed that there is always a monomorphism Hx(u~x(t)) -*

HX(X) for any continuum X, any Whitney map u for C(X), and 0 < z < u(X). In

[15], A. Y. Lau showed that if A" is a 1-dimensional continuum and Hx(X) is finitely

generated, then there is 0 < t < u(X) such that HX(X) = Hx(u-X(s)) for each

s < z. Now, we shall give more precise information about the morphism Hx(u'x(t))

-* HX(X) and show that in the result of Lau the condition that X is 1-dimensional

is not essential.

Let r. u'x([s, t]) X [0, oo) -» §' be the approximate retraction from w"1^» t]) to

«-1(0 as in the proof of (1.3). Let fst: u'x(s) -* u'x(t) be the shape morphism

induced by the restriction r|w_1(j) X [0, oo). Note that flufst = fsu for ¿ < t < u.

Then we have the following

(1.13) Corollary (Cf. J. T. Rogers [29] and A. Y. Lau [15]). Ut X be a

continuum and let u be any Whitney map for C(X). Then H(fsl): Hx(u'x(t)) -»

H(u~x(s)) is a monomorphism for 0 < s < t < u( X).
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Figure 4

Proof. Consider the following exact sequence of Cech cohomology:

//'(/) V

Hx{u-x([0,t]),u~x(0)) - Hx(u~x([0,t]))  -i Hx(u-x(0)),

where /': to_1(0) ^ w_1([0, z]) is the inclusion mapping. By [15, Theorem 2],

Hx(u~l([0,t]),u~x(0)) = 0. Hence Hx(i) is a monomorphism. By using the homo-

topy D (see the proof of (1.3)), we can easily see that jf0t = i, where j: u~x(t) *-»

w"'([0, z]) is the inclusion mapping. Since j is a shape equivalence, Hi(f0¡) is a

monomorphism. Let 0 < s < z. Since /0, = fstfQs, Hx(fsl) is a monomorphism.
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(1.14) Corollary. Let X be a continuum and let u be any Whitney map for C(X).

Suppose that HX(X) is finitely generated. Then for any s G [0, u(X)), there is s' > s

such that Hx(fsl): Hx(u'x(t)) -» Hx(u'x(s)) is an isomorphism for each s < t < s'.

Proof. Since Hx(fQs): Hx(u'x(s)) -» HX(X) is a monomorphism, Hx(u~x(s)) is

also finitely generated. We may assume that Hx(u~x(s)) = [to_1(i), S1], where Sx is

a circle and [Y, Z] denotes the homotopy classes of mappings from Y to Z. Let [g,],

[e?2J< •■••'[£«] t>e generators of Hx(u'x(s)), where g¡: u~x(s) -» Sx is a mapping

(i = 1,2,..., n). Since S1 is an ANR, there is s' > s and extensions g¡: u'x([s, s'])

-* Sl(i = 1,2,..., n) of g,. Let 5 < z < *'. Then //'('XIS/D = [g,] (i - 1,2,..., n),
where ;': cj"1^) *"* «_1([í»']) is the inclusion mapping. Hence Hx(i) is an epimor-

phism. Note that i =jfst, where j: u~x(t) ■-» w_1([i, z]) is the inclusion mapping.

Hence Hx(i) = Hx(fst)Hx(j), which implies that Hx(fst) is an epimorphism. By

(1.13), Hx(fsl) is an isomorphism. This completes the proof.

(1.15) Example. In the statement of (1.14), we cannot omit the condition that

Hx( X) is finitely generated. Consider the set X = U^=1 Sn in the plane F2, where S„

is the circle in F2 with center ((« - l)/w,0) and radius 1/n. Note that HX(X) is

not finitely generated. Now, we shall show that for each t G (0,u(X)], Hx(f0!):

Hl(u~x(t)) -* Hx(X) is not an epimorphism. Consider the morphism Hx(i):

[u'x([0, z]), S1] -» [A", S1], where i: X «-* w_1([0, z]) is the natural inclusion mapping.

Since lim„^o0diam5„ = 0, there is n0 such that C(S„) c w_1([0, z]) for n > n0. Let

g y X -> S1 be a mapping such that g„|S„ = a homeomorphism. Since C(S„) is a

disk, ImageHx(i)^ [gn] (n > zz0). Since i = jf0[ and _/ is a shape equivalence,

ImageHx(f0l) S [g„] (zz > zz0). Hence Hx(f0l) is not an epimorphism.

2. Extendability with respect to an ANR. In [21], it is shown that for any given

n < oo, the property of dimension < n is a strong Whitney-reversible property.

Also, S. B. Nadler had the following question [21, (2.10)]: Is the property of

dimension < n is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property? In this section,

we prove that the property of being extendable with respect to an ANR M is a

sequential strong Whitney-reversible property. As a corollary, it is shown that

Nadler's question has an affirmative answer.

Let M be an ANR. A continuum X is said to be extendable with respect to M

provided that for any closed subset A of X and any mapping /: A -» M, there

exists an extension /: X -» M of /.

The following is the main theorem in this section.

(2.1) Theorem. Let M be an ANR and let X be a continuum. Suppose that u:

ÍQ '-* [0, u(X)] is a Whitney map for § = 2X or C(X) and tx > t2 > • • ■ is a

decreasing sequence of positive numbers in [0, «( A")] such that lim Z„ = Z. // u ~x(tn) is

extendable with respect to M, then u~x(t) is extendable with respect to M.

If we consider the case § = C(X) and M = «-sphere S" or M = the Eilenberg-

Mac Lane complex K(Z,n), then we have the following

(2.2) Corollary. For any given n < oo, the property of (cohomological) dimen-

sion < n is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.
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To prove (2.1), wo need the following

(2.3) (J. L. Kelley [7, (1.5)]). Let X be a continuum and let u be any Whitney map

for § = 2X or C(X). Then for any e > 0 there is 77(e) > 0 such that if A, F G §,

A c B, and u(B) - u(A) < ij(e), then p$(A, B) < e, where p§ denotes the Haus-

dorff metric on §.

(2.4) Theorem. Let X be axontinuum and let u be any Whitney map for § = 2X or

C(A'). Suppose that M is an ANR that contains $. Then, for any e > 0 there is

17(e) > 0 such that if 0 < Z < t' < u(X) and t' - t < i)(£), then u~x(t') is an

e-approximate strong deformation retract of u~x ([t, t']) in M.

Let y be a compactum in an ANR M. A subcompactum A of Y is said to be an

e-approximate strong deformation retract of y in M provided that there exist

mappings r: Y X [0, oo) -» M and D: Y X [0, oo) X / -» M satisfying conditions

(*), (**) and

(***) d(y,D(y,s,t)) < e   for any y g Y, s g [0,oo) and z g /.

Note that Y is contained in the e-neighborhood of X in M.

Sketch of the proof of (2.4). Assume that X is lying in the Hilbert cube Q and

p: $' -» [0, p(Q)] is an extension of u, where §' = 2C or C(Q). Let i: U -» M be

an extension of i$: § -» §, where (7 is a neighborhood of § in §'. Choose e' > 0

such that if p ,$<(>!, B) < e', then d(i(A), i(B)) < e. By (2.3), there is Tj(e') > 0 as in

(2.3) for p:&' -» [0,/x((9)]. We shall show that r/(e') is a desired positive number.

Let z, i' g [0, u(X)], t < z', and r' - r < i)(e'). In the proof of (1.3), we can see

that rn(A)^>A, Rn(A,s)z>A, Sn(A,s)^)A, and F„(A,s)z>A for each n =

1,2,..., A g w_1([z, z']), and 0 < s ^ 1. Hence we conclude that D(A, s, s') z> A

for /l g w_1([í, z']), 5 g [0, oo), and s' g /. Note that p(D(A, s, s')) - p(A) < Tj(e').

By (2.3), psy(D(A, s, s'), A) < e' for A G u-x([t, t']). Without loss of generality, we

may assume that D(u-X([t, t']) X [0, oo) X /) c U. Then D = i ° D: u~x([t, t']) X

[0, oo ) X / -» M is a desired mapping.

Proof of (2.1). Let TV be an ANR that contains H. Let A be any closed subset of

u'x(t) and /: A -> M be any mapping. Since M is an ANR, there is a closed

neighborhood U of A in N and there is an extension fy U -» M of /. Take a

positive number e such that [A e N\d(A, B) ^ e for some F g A} c Inti/. Let

17(e) be the positive number as in (2.4). Choose z„ such that t„ — t < 17(e). Since

u~x(tn) is extendable with respect to M, there is an extension g: u~x(tn) -> M of

/, I £/ O w_1(/„). Since Af is an ANR, there is a neighborhood W of w_1(z„) in JV and

an extension g: U U W -» M of g and /,. By (2.4), there is a mapping D:

u~x([t, zj) X [0, 00) X / -* N satisfying conditions (*), (**) and (***). Choose î0 g

[0, 00) such that D(u'x([t, tn]) X [s0, 00) X {1}) c W. Consider the homotopy H:

u'x(t)Xl ^ AT defined by H= D\u~x(t)x {s0} X I. Then H(A,0) = A, H(A,1)

g W, and d(H(A,s), A) < e for A g u~x(t) and 0 < i < 1. Note that H(A X I)

c Int U. Let F be a neighborhood of A in w_1(0 sucn that H(V X /) c fj. Choose
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a mapping a: u x(t) -» / such that a(A) = 0 if A G A and a(A) = 1 if A G u x(t)

- V. Then H(A, a(A)) (= U U W for A <e u'x(t). Define a mapping /: w_1(r) -» M

by

/(,4) = gr7(/l,a(,4))    for^G«"1^)-

Clearly, / is an extension of /. Hence w_1(0 is extendable with respect to M. This

completes the proof.

3. The property of being chainable or circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-

reversible property. In [10], J. Krasinkiewicz proved that the property of being

chainable or proper circle-like is a Whitney property. In [20, (14.57)], S. B. Nadler

asked if the converses are true, i.e., is the property of being (a) chainable or (b)

circle-like a (sequential) strong Whitney-reversible property? In [21, (5.5), (5.7) and

33], it was shown that the answer is " yes" in the hereditarily indecomposable case

and hereditarily decomposable case. In this section, we show that the property of

being chainable or circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.

In this section, we need the following definitions. A mapping /: X -> Y between

compacta is said to be an E-mapping provided that for each y g Y, diam/-1(j>) < e

(f'l(y) may be empty). In this paper, "e-mapping" does not imply "surjective." Let

s+3 be a given ANR-family. A compactum X is said to be weak ty-like provided that

for each e > 0 there is an e-mapping from X to some F g $. A compactum is said

to be ty-like provided that for any e > 0 there is an onto e-mapping from X onto

some F G «B.

First, we show the following

(3.1) Theorem. Let X be a continuum and let u be any Whitney map for ¿p = 2X or

C(X). Suppose that tx > t2 > • ■ • is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers in

[0, w(A')] such that t = limz„. // u'x(tn) is weak %-like, then u~\t) is also weak

%-like.

For the case § = C( X), we have the following

(3.2) Corollary. The property of being weak ^-like is a sequential strong

Whitney-reversible property.

Note that X is weak arc-like if and only if X is arc-like (chainable), and X is

weak tree-like if and only if X is tree-like. Hence by (3.2), we have the following

which is an affirmative answer to [20, (14.57) and 21, (3.6)].

(3.3) Corollary. The property of being chainable or tree-like is a sequential strong

Whitney-reversible property.

To prove (3.1), we need the following simple lemma. For completeness, we give

the proof.

(3.4) Lemma. Let X be a subcompactum of a compactum Y. Let f: X -* Z be an

E-mapping and let f: Y -* Z be an extension off. Then there is a closed neighborhood

U of X in Y such that f\U: U -» Z is an E-mapping.
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Proof. By the compactness of X, there is a positive number e, such that ex < e

and /: X -* Z is an e,-mapping. Choose S > 0 such that if A c Z and diam A < 8,

then diamf~x(A) < e,. Take 5' > 0 such that if x, y g Y and d(x, y) < 8', then

d(f(x),f(y)) < 8/2. Define a neighborhood Uof A in Y by letting

t/= {.v G Y\d(y,x) < min{(e- e,)/2,5'} for some x G A").

We shall show that f\U: U -> Z is an e-mapping. Let x, y ^ U and f(x) — f(y).

Take points jc' and _y' of A such that ¿?(x, x') < ó" and ¿/(j', y') < Ó". Then we

have

d(f(x'),f(y')) < d(f(x'),f(x)) + d{f(y),f(y')) < 8,

which implies that d(x', y') < ex. Also, we have

d(x,y)^d(x,x') + d(x',y') + d(y',y)

<(e-e1)/2 + e1+(e-e1)/2 = e.

Hence f\U: U -» Z is an e-mapping.

Proof of (3.1). Let e > 0. Assume that M is an ANR that contains £>. By (2.4),

there is a positive number i7(e/3) such that if z, z' g [0,u(X)] and 0 < t' — t <

ij(e/3), then u~x(t') is an (e/3)-approximate strong deformation retract of w_1([Z, z'])

in M. Choose tn such that t„— t < i)(e/3). Since u~x(tn) is weak ^ß-like, there is an

(e/3)-mapping /: u~x(tn) -» F for some F g ÍB. Since F is an ANR, by (3.4) there

is a neighborhood U of w_1('B) in M and there is an extension /: U -» F of / which

is an (e/3)-mapping. Let r: u~x([t, tn]) X [0, oo) -> M be a mapping satisfying

conditions (*), (**) and (***). Choose a real s in [0, oo) such that

K«-1(['.'«])><[',oo))cI/.

Set g = r|w_1(r) X {s}: u~x(t) -» Í/. Now, we shall show that /° g: w-1(r) -» F is

an e-mapping. Let A, B g w_1(z) and /g(/l) = fg(B). Since/ is an (e/3)-mapping,

d(g(A),g(B)) < e/3. Then we have

P.0(^F)<d(Ag(,O) + ¿UU),g(*)) + ¿(íí(*M)

< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Hence ul(t) is weak ÍB-like. This completes the proof.

Next, we shall prove the following

(3.5) Corollary. The property of being circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-

reversible property. More precisely, the property of being proper circle-like or chainable

and circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property.

To prove (3.5), we need the following definitions. A continuum X is said to be

n-decomposable provided that A" is the essential sum of n continua, i.e., A = A, U

X2 U • ■ ■ UX„, where Xi is a subcontinuum of X such that AT - Uy#i AT # 0. A

continuum X is said to be n-indecomposable [2] provided that X is «-decomposable
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and not (« + ^-decomposable. Clearly, X is indecomposable if and only if X is

1-indecomposable.

(3.6) (C. E. Burgess [2, Theorem 7]). If X is chainable, then in order that X should

be circle-like, it is necessary and sufficient that X is either indecomposable or

2-indecomposable.

(3.7) Proposition. Let X be n-decomposable and let w be any Whitney map for

C( X). Then there is t0 g (0, u(X)) such that if t < z0, then u~x(t) is n-decomposable.

Proof. Let A = Ax U A2 U • • • l)An be the essential sum of « continua. Choose

points   ai   (i = 1,2,..., n)   of   X   such   that   a,,e A¡ - Uy#1, A}.   Set   e =

min{d(ai,\Jjy,iAj)\i = 1,2,...,«} > 0.  Choose  z0g(0,w(A))  such  that   A g

w"'([0, z0]), then diam A < e. Consider the following sets in u~x(t) for z < z0.

X(A,,u,t)= {K&a-l(t)\Kr\Ai* 0}        (i = 1,2,..., «).

By [14, 3.2 Corollary], A(/l,, w, z) is a subcontinuum of w_1(Z). Then u~x(t) =

0"=fX(Al,u,t) is the essential sum of « continua, which implies that u'x(t) is

«-decomposable.

Proof of (3.5). By (3.2), we see that A is chainable or circle-like. Since the

property of being chainable is a Whitney property [10], the property of being proper

circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property. Now, we must show

that the property of being chainable and circle-like is a sequential strong Whitney-

reversible property. By (3.6), it is sufficient to prove that (a) the property of being

indecomposable and chainable or (b) the property of being 2-indecomposable and

chainable is a sequential strong Whitney-reversible property. By (3.3) and (3.7), the

properties (a) and (b) are sequential strong Whitney-reversible properties. This

completes the proof.

J. Krasinkiewicz [12, 3.3 Corollary], proved that if X is circle-like, then for any

Whitney map u for C(A), Sh(A) = Sh^HO) for each t g [0,u(X)). Hence, we

have

(3.8) Corollary. Let X be a continuum and let u be any Whitney map for C(X).

Suppose that tx > t2> ■ ■ ■ is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers in [0, u( X)]

such that lirnz,, = 0. // u~x(tn) is circle-like, then X is circle-like and Sh(A) =

Sh(c>rl(0) for each 0 < z < u(X).

(3.9) Example. In the statement of (3.1), we cannot conclude that if u~x(tn) is

^-like, then u~x(t) is ^B-like in the case £> = 2X. Consider the arc X in the plane as

below (see Figure 5). Let u: 2X -» [0, u(X)] be the Whitney map for 2X as defined

by [31] and the usual Euclidean metric. Then there is a decreasing sequence

^ > z2 > - • - of positive numbers in [0,u(X)] such that lirnz,, = 0 and u~l(t„) is

not connected. Hence there is a family ÍB of compact polyhedra such that each

member of *$ is not connected and u~x(tn) is ÍB-like (« = 1,2,...) (see [17]). Since

X is connected, X is not s$-like.
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Figure 5

4. Inverse limits and approximations for Whitney maps. In this section, we consider

the relation between inverse limits and Whitney maps.

In [22], A. Petrus showed that the property of being an FAR is not a Whitney

property, more precisely, there exist a 2-dimensional FAR A (in fact, A = a disk)

and a Whitney map u for C(A) such that u~x(t) is not an FAR for some

z g (0,u(X)) (cf. (1.12)). Also, she proved that if A" is a dendrite (= 1-dimensional

AR), then for any Whitney map u for C(A), u~x(t) is contractible for each

t g [0, u( X)]. She had the following question [22]: Is the property of being contract-

ible a Whitney property for 1-dimensional continua? In relation to this question, we

prove the following

(4.1) Theorem. The property of being an FAR is a Whitney property for 1-dimen-

sional continua.

To prove (4.1), we need the following approximation theorem for Whitney map.

(4.2) Theorem (Approximation for Whitney map). Let X = [Xn, pn n+x) bean

inverse sequence of continua and let X = lim X. Suppose that u is a Whitney map for

$ = 2X or C(X). Then there exist Whitney maps un (« > 1) for §„ = 2X- or C(X„)

satisfying the conditions: for any e > 0, there is «0 such that

d(u,u„p*) = sup||a>(/4) - wn/>*(/4)||/4 G §| < e    and

d{^mPm,„,un)<E    foreachn^ m> «0,

where py   X —> Xn denotes the projection and p*:   § -* ¿p„ denotes the mapping

defined by p*( A) = pn(A) for A G §.

Proof. Consider the Freudenthal space oX of X, i.e., aX is the set X U U™_1 Xn

with the topology defined by assuming that the totality of open subsets of the spaces

Xn and sets of the form p~x(U) U \Jm>„ Pñ}m(U), where U is an open subset of X„

(« > 1), is an open base of oX. Then oX is a compact metric space (e.g., see J.

Krasinkiewicz, On a method of constructing ANR-sets. An application of inverse

limits, Fund. Math. 92 (1976), p. 98). Assume that oX is lying in the Hubert cube Q.

By (1.2), there is a Whitney map p: $' -» [0, p(Q)] ■-» [0, oo) for §' = 2Q or C(Q),

which is an extension of u. Set u„ = p\ $„, where §   = 2X" or C(X„). Note that for
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any e' > 0, there is nx such that if « > m > «,, then d(ix, p„) < e' and d(ix, pm „)

< e', where ix: X -» X ■-» oX is the natural inclusion and py X -» A"„ •-> oX, etc.

By using this fact and the continuity of /x, we can easily see that there exist «0

satisfying the desired conditions.

Proof of (4.1). Since X is tree-like, there is an inverse sequence X = { X„ F„ „+1}

such that each Xn is a tree and A = lim AT Let e1>e2>e3> ••• be a decreasing

sequence of positive numbers such that Le, < oo. By (4.2), without loss of general-

ity, we may assume that there are Whitney maps un for C( A„) such that

d(a,a„p*) < e„    and    d(unp*m,um) < e„    for m>n.

Let z g (0,u(X)). Let A g u~x+f([t - Ef_n+1e,.,r + I=°,„+1e,]). Then we have

\UnP*.n+l(A) - l\  <WnPn.n+l(A) -«n + l(^)|  + lW«+lU) "'I

<*„ +   E E-= !>/•
I = n + 1 í = «

Hence

This implies that

Pn.n+lUn+l

P*n+l(A)  G  U-X t-  ¿e,.r+  Ee,

E   «/,'+    E
/ = ;i + 1 i' = « + 1

c w: £íi,í+ Ee,

Consider the following inverse sequence co   (z);

«^([z -«,,/ + aj) «- u2x([t -a2,t+ a2]) <- «^([r - a3, Z + a3]) «- ,

where a„ = E°°_„e,,

Let ,4 g w_1(z). Then we have

WnP*{A)-t\ =\unp*(A)-u(A)\ <e„,

which implies that

P:(u-X(t)) c w;i([i - e„,Z + ej) c ^([i - a„,t + «„]).

Let(/1„)„G limorHO. Set ^ = lim {¿„, /?„iB+11^„ + 1}. Then ^ G C(A"). Also,

\u(A)-t\ *i\u(A) - u„p„*(A)\ +\unp*(A)-t\

< e„ + a„    for each «.

If « -» oo, then e„ + an -» 0. Hence w(^4) = z. Therefore, we conclude that u~x(t) =

limo3_1(z). Since each Xn is a tree, by the proof of [22, Proposition 12 or 5, (2.17)],

we can see that u'x([t - a„, z + a„]) is an AR for each « = 1,2,_Hence u~x(t) is

an FAR. This completes the proof.

5. Problems. In this section, we give the following problems.

(5.1) Is it true that the movability is a Whitney property?

(5.2) Is it true that the property of being pointed 1-movable, or movable is a

(sequential) strong Whitney-reversible property?

(5.3) Is it true that the property of being ^S-like is a sequential strong Whitney-

reversible property?
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(5.4) Is the property of being an FANR a Whitney property for 1-dimensional

continua?

Added in proof. Recently, the author proved that (5.1) has a negative answer.
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